
 

 
 

GENERAL CONDITIONS OF OPERATIONS FOR INTERNET PURCHASE 
TICKETS 
 
 1. The amount of tickets purchased online will be not returned. 
 

 2. These offers can only be bought online. Under no circumstances will they be 
available at Water World ticket offices. The entry will not be valid on the same day of 
purchase but from the next day. Your purchase will be valid from tomorrow if made 

before 00.00 hours (local time peninsular Spanish) 
 
 

 3. For the security of transactions, all transactions of sale credit card are made 
through the system "secure payment" through the network Servired. If your credit 
card does not allow you to do operations "secured" contact your bank. 

 
4. In compliance with the Data Protection Law all data received private treatment, 
without being made a different use of the same as achievement the ticket. Your email 
is only used to confirm your purchase and send the corresponding locator. In this 

email there are no private data such as address or credit card details. 
 
5. You will receive an email with the ticket purchased and locator number. Tickets are 

bearer and single use . Once the operation is done, you will have to appear in person 
at the park to use your entry . Once first used can not be used by anyone else. Parcs 
Aquatics de la Costa Brava , SL. is not responsible for the misuse anyone to give input 

purchased online (photocopying, printing number , ... etc). 
 
6. Tickets purchased online must be used all together. 

 
7. Not be combined with other offers or promotions. 
 

8. Offers are only valid for individuals. Not valid for groups or agencies. 
 
9. The offers purchased through the Internet do not include free shuttle service to the 

park. 
 
10. Parcs Aquàtics de la Costa Brava, SL reserves the right to invalidate any purchase 

by returning the amount of the transaction. 
 
11. Tickets purchased are valid for the 2022 season. Should an offer be specific as to 

revocation or validity limitations, these limitations are set out in the offer in question 
and shall prevail. 
 

12. The validity of the inputs is always subject to the capacity of the water park. 
 
13. In case of loss of the locator should contact our sales department. 
 

14. Will be mandatory the internal rules of the water park. 
 
15. Pets are not allowed. 

 
16. The water park reserves right of admission. 


